USING DIGITAL TECH IN THE PRACTICAL CLASS
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What do you use?

To Present

To Teach

To Evaluate

To Record

https://padlet.com/starnott/dyq94jv7yab7
Padlet results

You can add to the Padlet, I will leave it live, for a month or so.
G-Suite: Google for Education

- Docs - collaborate and see who has added what
- Slides - Digital Portfolios
- Drive - Everything in one place regardless of device
- Sheets - keeps the form information together
- Forms - KWL, Reflections, exit tickets

The ultimate in collaborative tools, particularly if your school has the setup.
**GOOGLE SHEETS**

**YR 9 PORTFOLIOS**

Information was collected through Google Forms.
Presentation Tools

• Adobe Voice (Now Spark) https://spark.adobe.com/v/3eGZ-TK-UhA

• Create a digital poster using one of the many apps available!

  • YouTube

  • Explain Everything with the Explain Everything App https://www.evernote.com/shard/s9/sh/f5595da7-6857-4254-9731-d1f945a02a00/6e4fd5e696ecb533bc2351346111c93e
Pic Collage
Adobe Voice is now Spark and give you a range of quick creative options to place on your LMS.

https://spark.adobe.com/v/3eGZ-TK-UhA
Digital Portfolio

- As a supplement to a paper portfolio
- As a replacement
- Posting on the fly
What Makes a Good Photo

- The use of different light and shadow variations
- The different perspectives
- The colour or theme of choice
- The aesthetic of the photo
- The different types of styles
- The good quality
- The object, living, landscape or colour
- Depth of field
- Editing and special effects
- Backgrounds or framing in contrast
- Tells a story, has a meaning
- Different angles
- Creativity

Fruit Face

Reflection

Discuss which tools you used and how.
It was my first time using photoshop so all of the tools were new to me. The tools I used were, marquee and magic wand for cutting out the fruits, select inverse, copy and paste to put the fruits together, move tools and the transform tools to manoeuvre the picture the way I want and the enhance tools such as, smudge, heal and eraser.

What worked well?
I think most things worked well, especially the use of the chilli stem for the smile and cucumber as an extension of the chin. The watermelon ears and the orange cheeks also worked quite well.

What could you improve?
I could improve the definition of the chilli eye wink by outlining it with a black line to make it stand out more. I could also add more variations of lettuce to make the hair more interesting.

What surprised you? What was interesting?
I was surprised at how easily I was able to pick it up and what I found interesting was the use of fruits to create a face and all of the different shapes that can be created.
Digital SLR Diagram
Blogs, Wikis and Web pages

Global2, Wikispaces and Google Sites, Google Slides Weebly or Wix allow you or your students to create attractive and informative digital portfolios or assignments.


Choose depending on how much confidence and experience your students have, and how much time you have to worry about putting it together.

The easiest is Google Slides…Global2 provides a safe place to have a class blog, you can easily sign up students, or they can enrol themselves, it is run by DET. The more complex are any of the websites. The beauty of these is collecting the web address, and watch them develop. No email back and forth.
Image Theft is a serious concern in the 21st Century, and we as educators need to be leading by example and showing students how to find images etc which are ok to use ie: are free from copyright or have a Creative Commons licence which allows various levels of usage depending on the licence.


http://mirrors.creativecommons.org/movingimages/mayerandbettle.ogv?_=1

Creative Commons shows you images which people have said they are ok with other people using, with a range of restrictions.

http://creativecommons.org.au/

Google image search tools give you the opportunity to find images which you are permitted to modify and use:

Google Image Search: Type in your image search words > SEARCH TOOLS > USAGE RIGHTS > Labeled for non commercial use with modification
Questions?

Thank you